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What happens when Dad suddenly gets a new

partner? That this new partner also happens to

be a man is not the main topic of the book. The

focus is more on accepting new relations in the

family.

Line-Maria Lång (b. 1982) is a Danish-

Swedish author of both adult- and children's

books.

Karen Vad Bruun (b. 1977) has worked with

books in many different roles: as author,

translator, publisher and rights seller.

Cato Thau-Jensen (b. 1966) is a Danish

illustrator, known for his wild and colourful

illustrations in humourous children's books.
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SYNOPSIS

“Dad says that he is a proper “Frankophile”. He likes everything and anything to

do with Frank”. That includes French waf es, franked mail and Frankenstein’s

monster. And one day it also turns out that it includes a man called Frank, who

moves in with father and son in their at.

It is not easy to make space in the family for a new surprise member. Especially

not Frank, who takes up way too much space. It is Frank here and there and

everywhere.

A lovely picture book where the focus is less on diversity and more on accepting

new family constellations and giving in to something that is actually rather nice –

a new friend, whose large shoes can contain a lot of Lego (and water)... 
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REVIEWS
"Linguistically the book is incredibly innovative and playful: "It's Frank here and

there and everywhere", as the boy says. Thau-Jensen's illustrations are full of

quirkiness." – Damián Arguimbau (Kristeligt Dagblad)

"This is quality stamped Danish children's book literature, told and drawn with

solidary love and elevated from all kinds of prejudice - a true, top-modern

rainbow story." – Klaus Rothstein (Bo Bedre (Danish magazine))
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